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Cover Photo
Taken by: Saurabh Sarkar
Camera: Sealife DC2000 with SeaDragon 2500 Lumins light
Settings: Auto using ‘Program’ mode: No Flash, Super Macro Focus, OEV, Auto ISO
Subject and Location: Red Octopus, Day Island

New Members
David Schollmeier

David Sinson

Vladimir Lifliand

William LeMaster
Welcome to the Club! You’ve joined one of the most active and social dive clubs in the region.
As you can tell from Meetup we have a steady stream of activities going on for divers of all
experience and skill levels. You are also invited to attend the monthly club meeting. The
meeting is a great opportunity to meet club members in person, hear from interesting speakers,
and get into the swing of things. Details are on the Meetup site.

First time dive hosts will receive a 5 fill air card from Lighthouse Dive Center.
• If you get 6 Club members to attend you will also earn a 10 fill card from the dive shop of your
choice.
•

That’s almost $100 for very little work, but lots of fun. Everybody wins!

January Monthly Meeting
January 3, 2018, 7:00 PM
Sunset Hill Community Center

Chris Van Damme, Senior Aquarist at the Seattle Aquarium, has lots to share with us including videos, a presentation and plenty of time for discussion about the unique life (both
large and small) that we encounter in the Puget Sound. He'll also talk about the fun
opportunities for volunteering and diving at the Aquarium and some of the developments
going on at the Aquarium
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President’s Message

As we approach the end of this calendar year I wanted
highlight the richness of what the Club has offered (what
YOU have offered!) over the past year. Some of this is
from “data mining” the posted/hosted dives and events on
Meetup held in 2017 and some is simply personal
observation and reflection.

How many dives DID we do?

There were 109 hosted/attended dive events offered in 2017. Because some of these involved
multiple dives within one event, members actually had 139 opportunities to dive!

Where?

Most of our dives were shore-based – in fact almost 90% were shore dives when we combine
the “regular” shore dive sites (Redondo, Alki, Three Tree, Edmonds, Mukilteo, Saltwater State
Park, Sunrise, Keystone, Sund Rock) with the dives posted as current dives (Skyline, Fox
Island, Deception Pass and Day Island Wall). Our boat dives ranged from Puget Sound dive
sites with Ocean Quest, to the San Juan Islands with LuJacs Quest and also up in British
Columbia to dive with sea lions at Hornby Island.
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When?
We dive both night and day. In fact about 1/3 of the dives offered last year were night dives.

We dive year round! The fewest dives hosted in a month were five; the maximum was 14!
And in some cases, there would have been more dives, but poor conditions forced
cancellations so these are not reflected in the charts.

Who hosted all these dives?!
We benefited from 29 different dive hosts over the past year! We are grateful to all who have
stepped up to host dives – both the “old hands” and especially to the newer hosts who are
stepping in! It is worth giving personal mention to our dive hosts – as they are the backbone
of our club’s activities.
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•

Hosting more than 25 dives (31) was Vice-President Steve Kalilimoku. Importantly, Steve
has been instrumental in mentoring others to host dives. Looking further, we see that this
has worked well!

•

Hosting 16 to 25 dives: Rich Moore

•

Hosting 6 – 15 dives: Bill Berger, Bruce Brown, Justin McClellan, Fritz Merkel, Myra
Wisotzky,

•

Hosting 1 – 5 dives: Ron Richardson, Andrew Eve, David Rosenbaum, Mark Wilson,
Randy Koch, Joan Hansen, Josh Schripsema, Katie Morgan, Randy Williams, Saurabh
Sarkar, Bob Bailey, Coll Jaxen, Dan Clements, Dave Ballard, Doug Coutts, Maksim
Kviatouski, Michael Doyle, Mykola Dalgolov, Paul Riggs, Shawn Looney, Yui
Tanglerstsampan, Yuri Parfenov

We didn’t just dive
We held 29 non-diving activities over the past year!
Yes, we are also very good at having fun above the water. Some of this was at our 3 Dive
Planning Parties – hosted by JoLee Ford, Steve Kalilimoku and Josh Schripsema.
Our members offered educational workshops as well - - a Navigation workshop from Bob
Bailey, and a Cylinder inspection class from Fritz Merkel.
We enjoyed presentations at our monthly meetings, thanks to the leadership of Program
Chairs, Bob Bailey and Dave Riley. Providing welcome treats for each meeting was thanks to
Refreshments coordinator Catherine Knowlson.
Our members participated in community events, such as the Edmonds Moonlight Adventure,
Seattle Aquarium’s Annual Giant Pacific Octopus Census, Washington Scuba Alliance
briefings on Redondo “renovations”, as well as contributing to beach clean ups around the
Sound.
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We also had loads of fun, thanks to Event Coordinator, Andrea Naert and all of you. The
Holiday Party, Underwater Pumpkin Carving, Annual Banquet, the Dive & Social Picnic in the
Park are just a few and I’m looking forward to more in the coming year!
We are nothing without our membership!
With huge thanks to you, our members, we have a vibrant club! There are 229 Marker Buoy
Dive Club members.
Thanks to Treasurer, Joan Hansen and Secretary, Justin McClellan for competently managing
communications with you for membership, dues, renewals and paying our bills! Thanks as
well to our Webmaster, Dave Ballard for keeping our web-based system functioning to
facilitate all of this.
Finally – you are reading this now because of the monthly newsletter, so ably edited by Joyce
Merkel. While the newsletter depends entirely on you for the photos and stories, it is with
credit to Joyce that it looks so darned good, reads so well and comes out on time.
What’s next?
Let’s keep our momentum going! If you haven’t renewed your membership, now is a good
time!
We have some great monthly meeting presentations coming up – which will make the traffic
worthwhile….Seattle Aquarium staff, a visit to the Coast Guard in Seattle, a briefing on REEF
surveys, and much more.
We have shore and boat dives scheduled into 2018 already!
AND – the Board has been exploring some options for the membership for an official Club
logo. We will want your votes on what you prefer …… so stay tuned.

Finally - I feel fortunate to be a part of this Club. I think we have something very special going
on as a fun, welcoming and active group of divers. It’s always rewarding to see our
long-standing members AND exciting to meet the many new members who have joined this
year.
I wish everyone of you, and your loved ones, a very Happy New Year and look forward to seeing you above and below the water in 2018.

Myra Wisotzky
President,
Marker Buoy Dive Club
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***Important*** Membership Renewal Instructions
Renew your membership by paying the $35 annual dues.
No new forms or waivers are required. If you have become a new member since the beginning
of November, you're already paid into the new year. Membership fees also cover club expenses such as rental of our meeting and social event spaces, club benefits (free air cards for dive
hosts) and supporting dive community projects such as Alki Cove 2 maintenance.
To pay your 2018 dues, please do one of the following:
1. Send your payment to treasurer@markerbuoydiveclub.org via PayPal (preferred), or
- https://goo.gl/Zb1FCf
2. Send a check to: Marker Buoy Dive Club, PO Box 31163, Seattle, WA 98103, or
3. Bring a check or cash to any of our regular monthly club meetings and hand it to a board
member.
That’s it! Once that’s done, you are renewed and ready to continue diving with our active dive
club!
In addition, now is a good time to make sure that your information is up-to-date so that we can
use electronic voting as well as maintain an up-to-date roster! In order to do that we need everyone’s real name and email address on your Meetup profile. Your phone number is also helpful for inclusion in our member roster. If you haven’t done this already, please complete the following steps:
1. Log-in to Meetup.
2. Click on “My Profile” in the top right of the page.
3. Click on “View Profile”.
4. Under your name in the middle of the page, click on “Edit Profile"
5. Make sure your answers to all the Profile questions are completed including real name,
email address and, optionally, phone number.
6. Click on “Save” at the bottom of the page.
Note, your personal information is only used for club purposes and will not be disclosed to third
parties by the club.
If you have questions, feel free to send Justin McCellan an email through Meetup.
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Special Request to Help Families in Fiji
Former long time member of our dive club, Bob Goddess, now lives in Fiji. He has asked if
any of us have masks, snorkels, or fins we are able to donate to families in Fiji who have very
little money. They depend on the sea for food to feed their families.
If you have items to donate, there are two options for getting them to Bob. Both need to happen by the February Club Meeting.
Bring them to any of the Dec, Jan, or Feb club meetings and give to Fritz or
Joyce Merkel. Or
• Make arrangements to give them directly to Fritz and Joyce anytime up to and
including the February club meeting.
•

Fritz and Joyce will be sure to get them to Carol Murren to give to Bob Goddess.
Below are Bob’s emails to our club member Carol Murren which describe the need much better than I can.
Dear Carol,
Would you be kind enough to ask members of the dive club if anybody has any fins, masks, or snorkels they can donate. I know of several disadvantaged families that depend on seafood as the mainstay of their diet. The boys are most in need of fins. Not the old heavy black rubber things such as
rocket things as they are simply too heavy and weight for me to transport back to Fiji
Hopefully club members might have some workable old snorkeling gear they are willing to part with for
a good cause.

I return back to Seattle in late January and will be there for about one month.
Below is a brief synopsis of the three families am trying to help.
Family 1: Single dad with five children to feed. Wife passed away. Working and earns approximately
US$45 weekly.
Family 2: Married man. Wife has no skills and thus unemployed. 3 young children. Husband earns
approximately US$50 weekly.
Family 3: Married farmer. Very difficult year for farming. 3 children in school. Minimal income.
All 3 families are depending greatly on seafood in their diets as meats are unaffordable. None have
fins. Only one has a snorkel. All have old leaking masks. All have very simple homes with outhouses
and wood fires for cooking. None have electricity.
Would love some equipment donations from MBDC members. What a wonderful way to help feed
some needy families.
Thanks so much, Bob
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Highlights of December Christmas Party
Photos by Joyce Merkel

Andrea has people select their number
for the white elephant gift exchange

Numbers being drawn and announced

Reactions to gift being opened

Fritz tries on his chosen gift
David tries on his gift
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More party goers

Yui with gift she selected

Carl looking over gift he’s going to steal

Lorna stealing gift Carl’s just stole

Second steal. Can’t be stolen again. Lorna‘s happy.
Includes fun beers and a NW Dive book. Perfect!
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Marla showing Mark gift she selected

Andrea reacting to her gift

Carl and Fritz wearing their cool gifts.
Oops too cool. Bill stole Fritz’s helmet.
A huge thank you to Andrea Naert for organizing, to Myra Wisotzky for moderating, to all those
who helped set up, and to everyone for coming. It was a night full of good friends - old, newer,
and just met. The food was great and the laughs even better. A wonderful, fun night!
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A New Nudibranch Species in the Pacific Northwest
Text and Photos By Karin Fletcher

As many of you know, I have been studying the abundance and seasonality of nudibranchs
while scuba diving in Rich Passage for a number of years. After surveying nudibranchs on
over 600 dives from the shoreline on the south side of Rich Passage, in January, 2017, I
spotted something I couldn't identify.
When diving at a particular spot down slope from a clay wall formation in Rich Passage in
previous years, I had found a number of rarely-seen species, Cumanotus sp. [Figure 1]
among Tubularia hydroids.
So, even though it was January and long past
the normal season for Cumanotus sp., I
thought I would check the hydroid spot
anyway. While I was looking for that species, I
found a rock that seemed to be a micro-habitat
unto itself – densely packed with numerous
different hydroid species, sponges and
bryozoans. After looking for nudibranchs for
seven years, I knew that this sort of "island"
usually harbors a cluster of different species.

Figure 1 Cumanotus sp.
I began a closer inspection of the rock and
one of the species I found there was a
common one, Orienthella trilineata (formerly
Flabellina trilineata) [Figure 2]. It has a
distinctive white line along its back and one
on each side, plus its rhinophores have
rings. As I was taking pictures of that
species, I noticed that there were a couple of
nudibranchs that were a little bit smaller
(between 5-10 mm) and more buried in the
Figure 2 Orientella trilineata
hydroids. [Figure 3] They had a white line on
their backs but their rhinophores looked smooth and their cerata had white sparkly spots. I
had never seen an Orienthella trilineata with those features, nor any other Salish Sea
nudibranch with those features.
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It was new to me, but there are many
hundreds of nudibranchs from other parts of
the world so perhaps it had drifted here from
elsewhere. There had been a warm water
event which had brought normally warm
water nudibranchs up to Neah Bay (such as
Flabellinopsis iodinea, formerly Flabellina
iodinea) [Figure 4], so I thought this one
might be a southern species, too.

Figure 3 Something new
I had seen a similar Orienthella trilineata “mimic”
with smooth rhinophores in Southern California,
possibly Orienthella (?) cooperi (formerly
Flabellina cooperi) [Figure 5] but the ones I was
seeing here didn’t look exactly like that one,
either.
People
familiar
with
southern
nudibranch species – and even folks familiar with
western Pacific species – said that it did not look
exactly like any other known species.

Figure 4 Flabellinopsis iodinea

Since I had been working with researchers who had previously discovered that a Dendronotus found in Kamchatka is also found here (Dendronotus kamchaticus),
[Figure 6] we continued to work together to identify this
seemingly new species.

Figure 5 Orienthella cooperi
Figure 6 Dendronotus kamchaticus
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There were enough physical differences – as well as molecular differences – for it to
become the basis for a new genus. The researchers had been working for several years on
a revision of Flabellinidae, which was just published in November, and this new genus made
one more addition to the phylogenetic tree.

Figure 7 Pacifia amica

The new species is Pacifia amica sp. n. and it is
currently known only from Rich Passage [ Figure
7]. It is the type species for the new genus
Pacifia gen. n. The name was chosen as a
reference to “the Pacific Ocean and also in
reference to another meaning of the word
"pacific" = "peaceful" and "amica" = "friend",
"friendly" because this paper represents a
friendship-based
collaboration
between
American, British, German, Japanese, Indonesian, Norwegian, Russian and Swedish
colleagues, as opposed to recent antagonistic
political relationships."

The November paper also made sweeping changes to the generic names of many of the
nudibranchs in the Flabellinidae family. Best to use a pencil to mark your reference books as
new discoveries about nudibranch relationships will continue to be published. Here is a chart
with the local species that are impacted:
Former

Current

amica* (new species)

Pacifia amica

Flabellina iodinea (Spanish shawl)

Flabellina islandica (Island aeolid)

Flabellinopsis iodinea
Paracoryphella islandica

Flabellina japonica (Pearly nudibranch)

Ziminella japonica

Flabellina pricei (Price’s aeolid)
Flabellina trilineata (Three-lined nudibranch)

Apata pricei
Orienthella trilineata

Flabellina trophina (Red or long-mouth aeolid)

Himatina trophina

Flabellina verrucosa (Red gilled nudibranch)

Coryphella verrucosa

If you’re interested, the full paper can be downloaded from ZooKeys.
https://zookeys.pensoft.net/articles.php?id=21885
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Socorro – Archipelago Revillagigedo
by Steve Metzner

This was without a doubt the most unique dive adventure in my 50 years of diving. These
islands, and I use the term loosely are basically volcanic rock outcropping/pinnacles that jut
up from the ocean floor thousands of feet below.
The islands are located 250 miles
southwest of Cabo San Lucas,
and after boarding the live aboard
dive vessel “Rocio del Mar” in
Cabo and a 26 hour open ocean
cruise, San Benedicto, appeared
on the horizon and it was like the
opening scene from “The land
before time” Not much vegetation
on the raw volcanic soil. Mostly
inhabited by sea birds and of
course lots of guano. Visions of
King Kong kept creeping into my
brain.
The islands are a UNESCO world
heritage site and are ardently
protected by the Mexican Navy
against any type of sport or
commercial fishing. The number
Pelagic Manta at Socorro
of dive boats are limited as are the
number of divers per dive site daily. As a result the diversity and abundance of pelagic
marine life is stunning. The 4 islands comprising the group are not close to each other. At
one location you could not see land or another island on the horizon. Of the four islands we
only dove 2; San Benedicto and Roca Partida. (Clarion and Socorro are the other two).

Roca Partida is like an upside down ice cream cone rising up out of the deep. The
prevailing ocean currents hit this pinnacle and just go wild. The large pelagic mantas,
Manta Birostris, seemed to frequent ”The Boiler” at San Benedicto and Roca Partida was
shark central. On our first dive of the first day we saw a pregnant Whale Shark, Galapagos
sharks, Silky Sharks, a Tiger Shark, a gazillion white tip reef sharks, schools of
hammerheads and a very large Great Scallop Hammerhead.

The diving here is a very different experience. You are not on a coral reef, you are not on
rocky bottoms or ledges, you are out there in deep open water. The rigid hull inflatables
depart the mother ship and drop you “out there” in water 200 -300’ deep. Our average depth
over 17 dives was 105’ You basically fin around and wait for the locals to come to you. And
they do.
The water was not gin clear and getting photos was somewhat frustrating in that most
critters would come in to check you out but stay just out of sharp focus range. This is a wide
angle, color correction filter, available light photo experience. We could not get close
enough for dual strobes or video lights to have any real effect.
This is also current diving. No matter what your level of dive experience is, a visit here will
elevate your skills. At Roca Partida we experienced strong up/down and vortex currents. I
have always been taught when caught in a down or up current to get away from the wall.
This was so apparent in that a diver 10 to 15’ off the wall could remain motionless and watch
a diver on the wall be swept up and down . At one point I rode an up swell on to a ledge
where white tip sharks were nesting and I found myself caught in an eddy where I could not
move forward, backward up or down. My guess was that it was 2 eddies from opposite
directions pushing back into the rock. Everything was in rhythm so I waited it out and
moved away from the ledge.
Enjoy the photos of this life enhancing experience. I really treasured the company and time
spent with my wife, Sue Bream and the wonderful group of divers that Trux and Lavonne put
together at TLSea Travel

Pelagic Manta at Socorro
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Mas Tiburon at Roca Partida

Whale Shark San at Benedicto
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Great Hammerhead

Hammerhead at Socorro (Not cropped)
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Socorro Dive Team 2017
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On Getting a Dive Camera
By Ron Richardson
“I don't know that I’ll ever get a camera.” Anyone who dove with me over my first 40 or so dives
likely heard me say that. Or something very close to it. Like the next diver over, I’m always
thinking aloud about my current, or future, gear, and a camera was not on the list.
I’ve done lots of camera work in the past you see. Time was I owned a video production
company, and we shot everything from the typical weddings and bar mitzvahs to high school
football games and adult content. In the beginning, I was half of my crew, and so ran a camera
enough to be competent, if I work at it, and able to recognize someone else who is better than
competent. I still produce and direct for the odd client now and then, even though I almost
never actually run the cameras anymore. Yet, I never fell in love with the camera, and I’m the
guy who doesn't tend to bring one on vacation.
Living and looking through a lens
As any photographer knows, when you are looking through the lens/viewfinder/screen you
aren’t really seeing what is truly happening. Technical considerations (Where is the light?
What is the F-stop at? Am I being still? How long have I held the shot? How’s my composition
and framing? etc….) all quickly crowd out any awareness and appreciation of what is actually
happening. To the photographer soon it seems as if everything that is happening occurs at a
distance, almost as if it’s on television.
To experience something through the screen, while it is only feet in front of you, is to
experience only a fraction of it. Knowing this, I didn’t want to limit my experience of a dive, to
live each dive through a screen. So no camera for me, I figured.
Naturally enough that didn’t last.
Two perspective changing events
When I scheduled my first warm water dive trip, I started to do my due diligence. I’m the kind
of guy that researches everything, and part of my research was to ask various experienced
friends and dive buddies what I should be sure to bring with me on my trip. Most of the items
were things already living on my packing list but one common suggestion stuck out, a camera.
“Make sure to bring a camera,” one friend said, “I didn’t for my first trip and really regret not
having those memories of my time there.” I try to listen when enough folk say the same thing
and everyone was saying I should bring a camera.
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And then I closed about $150K worth of deals with my business. While my take was only a
fraction of that, it was enough that I had some money burning a hole in my pocket. You know
how that always works out.
So I heaved a deep sigh, girded my loins, and set about figuring out what kind of camera to
get.
Buying the beast
As I mentioned, I like to do my research, and getting the camera was no different. I started out
by setting two budgets and suggest you do the same before you buy a camera.
First came the effort budget. I didn’t want to get a camera that would be too demanding. With
about 40 dives under my belt, at this point, I was fairly confident of my buoyancy and diving.
Adding another piece of gear wasn’t going to be an issue. But I didn’t want some huge
encumbrance that would take both hands to manage and fill up my range of vision with
multiple lights. I quickly decided I wanted a good point and shoot camera that would live with a
single video light as its source to limit how hard I would have to work while diving and to limit
the calls to my attention the set up would naturally make.
Next came the money budget, strictly dollars and cents. The camera alone wasn’t enough,
there would also be lights, case, and rack to hold it all together. I set a $500 limit on the
camera and $1400 for the whole package.
Now I had all kinds of technical considerations as
well. The camera had to be waterproof by way of
one example and shoot video in 4K for another.
When all that was said and done, I had two
cameras that fit my needs and the Olympus TG-5
won the side by side comparison. I put together the
best deal Amazon could offer, and then found that
our local shop, Optical Ocean Sales (https://
www.opticaloceansales.com/), had a very comparable deal running for $200 less, bringing my total
price to about $1,100. So don’t underestimate the
brick and mortar stores. Under budget Ron is happy
Ron.
Olympus TG-5 and Olympus housing

Life after camera

Now that I actually have the camera, I love it, naturally. It has added to my diving experience in
a few very real ways.
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With the camera, each dive lasts for days in a very real sense. When I get home I have both
another piece of gear to take care of, and I also have the task of cataloguing the pictures and
video. Both of those extend the dive experience and I find myself looking at videos and reliving
those underwater moments happily. The warm glow of the dive lasts longer.
Sharing the images I’ve captured has also become a real joy. My family will never dive cold
water, so bringing them a little slice of what I’m seeing down there is a treat. And friends from
around the world react positively to seeing the Facebook slideshows of my adventures under
the Sound. I’m enough of an egotist to enjoy that positive feedback.
It has become so much easier to identify what I’m seeing while diving! Take some pictures and
video, compare them to the books, and presto, I know what I’m looking at. Most of the time.
Well over half of the time. But lots more than without the camera!
Truthfully, it’s not all hearts and flowers. Living through the camera does reduce the immediacy
of the dive. As a result I don’t take the camera on every dive. If I’m diving a site for the first
time, the camera generally stays home so I can focus on my compass and navigation, and
every once in a while I just leave it in the car and go without. But all in all? Yeah, I’m glad I got
it.
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Diving and Calories Burned
By Sue Bream
Plunging back into reality after the holidays, having indulged in cookies and chocolates, and
dinners with friends and family, many of us might be thinking about the scale and getting a
handle on those few extra pounds.

We all know that gym memberships skyrocket after the first of the year with New Year’s
resolutions. Maintaining a healthy weight is important for your overall fitness and health.
Regular exercise and healthy eating are paramount to maintaining that optimal weight.
Diving burns calories, no doubt! I know that I am always hungry after diving. On our recent
trip aboard the Rocio Del Mar liveaboard, we were fed 5 times a day! The portions were huge
and every dinner had an amazing desert. That said, I was always hungry and ready for food,
doing 4 dives per day. I was amazed to step on the scale when I got home and didn’t gain a
pound. What I had to be careful of, however, was to not
eat like I was aboard the Rocio Del Mar once I got home!
If you dive regularly, you can rest assured that diving
burns calories. What you have to be careful of is how
many calories you consume at the restaurant after your
dive! It is one thing to dive 4-5x/day, and eat like a
professional athlete, yet another to do a local shore dive
and then consume a burger, fries, and a beer thinking that you “earned it”. Don’t get me
wrong, a big part of diving with friends is socializing afterwards. I am simply saying that it
might be in your best interest to be “calorie aware”.
Why does diving burn calories?
It seems like an oxymoron to describe diving as calorie-burning when the focus of diving is to
relax and be energy efficient. The goal of diving is to not be huffing and puffing underwater, to
be in good enough condition that a long surface swim or shore entry does not stress us too
much, and to keep our bodies as still as possible while diving. Of course, dive experience
levels factor in to this too.
That said, scuba diving is work! Depending on the type of diving that you are doing, it can be a
workout just loading all your gear into and out of your car, donning your drysuit and tank,
hefting all that weight down the beach to the water, swimming on the surface to the buoy way
out there, etc. Try hauling your dive gear down the path to “Octopus Hole” in Hood Canal for a
workout!
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How, then, does diving burn calories? A majority of calories that you burn diving is due to
thermoregulation. Our bodies spend a lot of energy maintaining our cores at 98.6 degrees
Farenheit. Immerse yourself in 80 F degree water,
or, our local 46-59 degree water. Even with the
insulation of your wetsuit or drysuit, calories are
burning. Water is a great absorber of heat. Think
about diving and how, even in the tropics, you can
get cold half-way through your dive (at least I do).

Just how many calories do you burn diving?

Octopus Hole dive site in Hood Canal

According to PADI, “an average shore dive can burn 600 calories per hour, about the same as
jogging. Warm-water boat dives burn, on average 300 calories per hour, the equivalent to a
brisk walk”. Add up three to four tropical dives per day on a dive vacation, and you do the
math. Calories burned also depends on your fitness level and body size.
I understand that for many of you, diving is what you do on vacation, 2-3x/year, versus daily. I
feel that diving is great exercise, great calorie burning, but this is a bonus and you still need to
have a regular exercise routine to maintain your scuba diving fitness.
Going out to eat after a dive?
Without getting all scientific, rest assured that diving burns calories. For some of us,
socializing after diving is a big part of the fun. You earned that pizza or burger and fries, but
maybe instead, most times, you choose a healthier option such as a seafood salad, or nice
warm soup?
The bottom line is that you can add diving to your overall fitness and calorie burning regiment
as well as to your social calendar. Keep in mind, however, that there is a balance to
everything and relying on one dive/week as your sole exercise and weight management
strategy might need some rethinking.

Sue Bream is an ACSM and ACE certified Personal Trainer, certified Pilates instructor, ACE
certified Health Coach, as well as avid scuba diver.
Questions?
Email her at
sue@suebreamfitness.com.
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Shooting Gallery
Photo by Fritz Merkel
Camera: Olympus EPL-3
Settings: f/4; 1/160sec; ISO-200
Subject: Dive buddy, Saurabh
Sarkar
Location: Day Island

Camera: Olympus EPL-3
Settings: f/4; 1/160sec; ISO-400
Subject: Wolfeel
Location: Day Island
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Photos by Bob Bailey
Camera: Canon EOS Rebel T2i
Settings: 1/125, f13, ISO-200
Subject: Red Octopus
Location: Redondo

Camera: Canon EOS Rebel T2i
Settings: 1/100, f11, ISO-200
Subject: Juvenile Wolfeel
Location: Redondo

Camera: Canon EOS Rebel T2i
Settings: 1/160, f13, ISO-200
Subject: Slender Schrimp
Location: Redondo
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Photos by Ron Richardson

Camera: Olympus TG-5
Lighting: Kraken 2000
Settings: Auto
Subject: Decorated Warbonnet
Location: Salt Water State Park

Camera: Olympus TG-5
Lighting: Kraken 2000
Settings: Auto
Subject: Giant Pacific Octopus with eggs
Location: Cove 2

Camera: Olympus TG-5
Lighting: Kraken 2000
Settings: Auto
Subject: Swimming Anemone
Location: Sund Rock
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Photos by Steve Kalilimoku
Camera: Olumpus EPL-1
Settings: F4.1, 1/60th sec, ISO-640
Subject: Juvenile Wolfeel
Location : Day Island Wall

Camera: Olumpus EPL-1
Settings: F4.1, 1/60th sec, ISO-400
Subject: Red Octopus
Location : Day Island

Camera: Olumpus EPL-1
Settings: F41., 1/60th sec, ISO-250
Subject: Red Octopus
Location : Day Island
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About Marker Buoys
The Marker Buoy Dive Club of Seattle meets at 7:00 PM, the first Wednesday of each month
(except July, which is our annual picnic) at the Sunset Hills Community Center, 3003 NW 66th St.
98117 in Ballard. The Marker Buoy Dive Club is one of the most active dive clubs in the Pacific
Northwest. Membership level is over 200. Our members include some that are new to diving or to
the Seattle area as well as those with over 1,000 dives in their log.
In addition to hosting many dives each month, monthly meetings are held at the Sunset Community Center in Ballard. Monthly meetings give members an opportunity to give reports on club dives
of the previous month, information on upcoming dives, and occasionally slide and video presentations of dives. A guest speaker related to scuba diving, the marine environment, or something of
interest to divers is featured every month. Club-sponsored activities include over 100 dives each
year, dive planning parties, an annual picnic, and an annual banquet.

General Club Policies
Diver’s Education

Weight Belt Replacement Policy

The club will reimburse members $15 for
successful
completion
of
advanced
certification courses that increases the member’s competency and safety. Limit of 3
reimbursements per club member per
calendar year.
Courses that qualify are
advanced diver, rescue diver, dive master,
instructor, nitrox, DAN O2 Provider, and initial
First
Aid
&
CPR
(non-renewal).
Reimbursement for other courses subject to
board approval. Just show proof of course
completion to Joan Hansen, Treasurer, for
your reimbursement.

The club will reimburse any member who ditches
weights in what they consider an emergency
during any dive, anywhere. The reimbursement is
for replacement cost of all items ditched and not
recovered, up to a maximum of $150.

Meet Up/ Marker Buoys
Join our members only on-line web group!
Find a last-minute dive buddy, ride, or
directions to a dive, trip reports, as well as our
newsletters:
http://www.meetup.com/Marker-Buoy-Dive-Club/

Sponsor a Dive, Earn an Air Card
Dive hosts receive an Air Card good at local dive
shops when 6 Marker Buoy members participate
on the dive. The Club Oxygen Kit counts as a
buddy as long as one member of the party is O2
trained. Limit of 1 Air Card per club member per
calendar month. The club has two O2 kits currently with Fritz Merkel and Steve Kalilimoku.
To request an air card, complete the
“Dive Host Air Card Request Form” and submit it
to the Treasurer, Joan Hansen.

Membership
Members must be a certified diver and 18 years
or older. Any certified diver under 18 is welcome
on club dives if a parent is a club member and
comes as their buddy.

Marker Buoy 2017 Board
President: Myra Wisotzky
Vice President: Steve Kalilimoku

Treasurer: Joan Hansen
Programs: David Riley

Webmaster: Dave Ballard
Event Director: Andrea Naert

Secretary: Justin McClellan

Newsletter: Joyce Merkel

Refreshments: Catherine Knowlson
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